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Abstract

Two reproducible new phases of 2D boron sheets have been found on Ag(1 1 1). One of them
shares the identical atomic structure of the previously reported S1 phase (β12 sheet) but has
a different rotational relationship with the substrate, and thus exhibits very different features
in scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images. The other new phase has a hexagonal
symmetry and is proposed to be the long-expected α-sheet. Both of these two boron sheets are
confirmed to be metallic by scanning tunneling spectroscopy.
Keywords: boron, 2D materials, scanning tunneling microscopy, molecular beam epitaxy,
Ag(1 1 1)
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periodic holes due to the electron deficiency of boron [11].
By carving different patterns of hexagonal holes in the triangular boron grids, numerous structures of boron sheets
could be constructed [11, 21–23], of which the α-sheet was
proposed as the most stable one for free standing 2D boron
sheets. However, experimentally, only the β12-sheet and
χ3-sheet have been reported on a Ag(1 1 1) surface by Feng
et al, corresponding to the S1 and S2 phases they observed,
respectively [19]. On the other hand, Mannix et al observed
an χ3-sheet and another stripe phase that was at first proposed
to be a buckled triangle lattice [18], and then recently confirmed to be a β12-sheet on a reconstructed surface [24]. Note
that the energy difference among many theoretical models is
very small, and it is thus expected that one should have the
chance to observe a significant amount of different phases
depending on the growth kinetics, as well as tuning by interaction between the boron sheet and the substrate. This, however,
remains an open question.
In this paper, we report two additional new phases of boron
sheets on Ag(1 1 1), which, though relatively rarely observed,
can be regularly reproduced in our experiment. The atomic
structure and structural models of these two phases are systematically studied by scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy

Boron is the fifth element in the periodic table of elements,
just before carbon. With only one less valence electron than
carbon, boron possesses fairly similar properties to carbon,
such as a short covalent radius and the flexibility to adopt sp2
hybridization, favoring the formation of 2D allotropes [1–3].
Much effort has been devoted to seeking boron nanostructures,
such as fullerenes and nanotubes [4–10]. On the other hand,
the possibility of the formation of true 2D boron sheets has
been seriously considered by theoretical researchers [11–15],
since it could be regarded as the structural component of boron
fullerenes and nanotubes, just as for carbon structures in graphene [16, 17]. Recently, an experimental breakthrough was
made when two parallel works both announced the successful
growth of monolayer boron sheets on Ag(1 1 1) by molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) [18, 19]. The successful realization of
2D boron has stimulated the research of nanoelectronics based
on boron. Though 2D boron cannot be as stable as graphene
and exfoliated from the substrate, the nanodevices may be
realized by the growth-transfer-fabrication process similar to
silicene [20] or by directly growing 2D boron on a dielectric
substrate.
Different to the honeycomb structure of graphene, 2D
boron sheets commonly consist of triangular grids with
1361-648X/17/095002+5$33.00
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Figure 1. STM images of two metastable 2D boron sheets on Ag(1 1 1). (a) STM topographic image of boron structures on Ag(1 1 1). The

boron islands are labelled as ‘S1’ and ‘S3’ phases. (b) The derivative STM image of (a). (c) High-resolution STM image of the S3 phases.
The S3 unit cell is marked by a black rectangle. (d) STM topographic image of boron structures on Ag(1 1 1). The boron islands are labelled
as ‘S1’ and ‘S4’ phases. Most boron islands shown in the image are S1 phase. (e) STM image obtained on the area marked by the red
dotted rectangle in (d). (f) High-resolution STM image of the S4 phase. The S4 unit cell is marked by a black rhombus.

However, one can regularly find some islands with an obviously different surface structure, denoted by S3. As shown
in figure 1(a), the S1 islands in the right and bottom part of
the image exhibit ordered stripes, while in the middle and
top left of the image, two islands with an S3 phase feature a
smooth surface and many bright domain boundary features.
Figure 1(b) is the derivative STM image of figure 1(a), in
which the significant differences between the S3 and S1 sheets
are indicated. Statistical analysis shows that the percentage of
the observed islands for the S1 sheet and S3 sheet is 92% and
8%, respectively. Figure 1(c) shows the high resolution STM
image of the S3 phase. It turns out that it shares the same unit
cell with the S1 boron sheet, having a rectangular crystal lattice of a  =  3.0 Å and b  =  5.0 Å. Compared with the S1 phase,
the short side of the unit cell of the S3 phase is in the direction
of [1 1 0] of Ag(1 1 1), while that of the S1 phase is in the [1 1 2]
direction of Ag(1 1 1). Therefore, the S3 sheet also very likely
corresponds to the β12-sheet in the literature [21], but with a
rotation of the boron lattice of 30° relative to the Ag(1 1 1)
substrate, as compared with the S1 sheets. The corresponding
atomic structure model of the S3 sheet is shown in figure 2(a).
One of the characteristic features of the S1 sheet is
the appearance of 1.5 nm-wide parallel stripes (as seen in
figure 1(b)), which come from the commensuration between
the β12 structural model and the lattice of the Ag(1 1 1) substrate in the [1 1 2] direction [19]. In contrast, in the S3 sheet
model, the lattice constant of the β12 boron sheet in the
[1 1 2] direction (the long side of the rectangle in figure 1(c))

(STM/STS) and theoretical calculations. It turns out that one of
the two phases, denoted as S3, shares the same atomic structure
with S1 but has a different directional relationship with respect
to the Ag(1 1 1) substrate. Meanwhile, the other new phase
exhibits a hexagonal symmetry in its atomic structure, accompanied by moiré patterns due to the structure commensuration
with the substrate. We suggest that this phase corresponds to the
long-expected α-sheet. STS measurements indicate that both
phases are metallic, similar to the previously reported S1 and
S2 phases.
Boron sheets were grown on a single crystalline Ag(1 1 1)
substrate in an ultra-high vacuum chamber (2.0  ×  10−11 Torr)
by direct evaporation of a pure boron source in an e-beam
evaporator. A detailed preparation process can be found in
our previous paper [19].The substrate was cleaned by several cycles of Ar+ ion sputtering and annealing. The substrate
was held at about 570 K during B deposition in a temperature
window where the S1 (β12) boron phase forms. After growth,
the sample was in situ transferred to a connected vacuum
chamber for characterization by STM/STS. All the STM characterizations were performed at 77 K.
Figure 1(a) is a typical STM image of the sample with
about 0.8 monolayer (ML) boron coverage (1 ML refers to
the atomic density of the β12 boron sheet). Monolayer boron
islands several tens of nanometers in size are found to distribute uniformly on the surface. By carefully inspecting the
atomic structure of these islands, we found that most of the
islands are S1 phase, as reported previously by Feng et al [19].
2
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Figure 2. Structure models of the S3 and S4 phases of boron sheets based on DFT calculations. (a) and (b) Top and side views of the S3
model, which correspond to the β12 sheet of 2D boron on a Ag(1 1 1) surface. (c) Simulated STM topographic image of the β12 sheet. (d)
and (e) Top and side views of the S4 model, which correspond to the α sheet of 2D boron on Ag(1 1 1). The α sheet was buckled by 1.1 Å
in the z axis when put on Ag(1 1 1). (f) Simulated STM topographic image of the α sheet. The orange and grey balls in (a), (b), (d) and (e)
represent boron and silver atoms, respectively. The basic vectors of the super cell, including the Ag(1 1 1) substrate, are marked by blue
arrows. Models of the β12 and α sheets are superimposed on their simulated STM images.

(5.0 Å) matches very well with the period of Ag(1 1 1)
(2.9 Å  ×  √3  =  5.02 Å). Meanwhile, in the [1 1 0] direction
(the short side of the rectangle in figure 1(c)), the lattice
match is also very extraordinary (3.0 Å for S3 and 2.9 Å for
Ag(1 1 1)). This perfect lattice matching corresponds perfectly
with the experimental fact that no obvious moiré patterns
should be observed in the S3 sheet.
The surface of the S3 sheet is very smooth in the STM
images, as shown in figures 1(b) and (c). One characteristic
feature observed on the S3 island surface is the appearance of
bright lines, as shown in figures 1(a) and (b). High resolution
STM images (not shown here) show that these bright lines are
boundaries between the two S3 sheet domains; the detailed
structure of these boundaries remains to be further investigated. In addition, from figure 1(b), it can be seen that the

edge of the S3 islands is much brighter than the interior of the
island. Such a bright edge should be due to a higher density of
states at the edges of these boron sheets due to a charge accumulation in the edge, as we previously proposed for the S1
sheet [19]. More details on the edges of the S3 islands remain
to be further investigated.
In addition, we observed another even more rarely
observed, but regularly reproducible, new phase. As shown in
figure 1(d) of another area of the same sample, most islands
in this image are S1 islands, while there is a small island
exhibiting a different structure, as denoted by the S4 phase.
Figure 1(e) is the magnification of the dotted square region in
figure 1(d), from which we observed that the S4 phase features
are a bit irregular, but have clear hexagonal dark–bright moiré
patterns. Note that the S4 island observed in our experiment is
3
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Figure 3. STS results for 2D boron sheets on Ag(1 1 1). (a) and (b) STS for S3 and S4 respectively. The voltage range of (a) is from  −1

V–1 V. In (b), the voltage is from  −0.7 V–1.0 V.

and (b) display the proposed structure models of the S3 and
S4 sheet on Ag(1 1 1), which correspond to the β12-sheet and
α-sheet, respectively. It is noted that the β12-sheet retains its
flat configuration on the Ag(1 1 1) surface, while the α-sheet
spontaneously buckles by 1.1 Å in the z direction. Figures 2(e)
and (f) are the simulated STM images of these two boron sheets
on Ag(1 1 1), which are very close to that of the experimental
STM images in figures 1(c) and (f). In the STM image (figure
1(d)), the S4 usually resides with the S1 phase. According to
the atomic structure of boron sheets, the density of the hexagonal holes in S1 (1/6) is larger than S4 (1/9), which means that
the β12 sheet (S1) is a little bit electron positive relative to the
α-sheet (S4) [21]. From the view of electric neutrality, the fact
that the S4 resides with the S1 phase may help in stabilizing the
electron surplus in S4 on the Ag(1 1 1).
To figure out why we observe a much lower proportion of
S3 and S4 phases on the surface compared to S1, we calculated
the formation energy of these three structures and the results
are shown in table 1. The formation energy of free-standing
S3 was the same as S1, since they share the same structure.
Nevertheless, the adhesion energy of S3 (0.01 eV per atom)
on Ag(1 1 1) is smaller than that of S1 (0.09 eV per atom).
Thus, the total formation energy for S3 (6.24 eV per atom) is
smaller than that of S1 (6.32 eV per atom). This means that S3
is less energy favorable than S1 when adsorbed on Ag(1 1 1),
resulting in the majority of the boron sheets being S1 phase.
This situation was almost the same for S4, which has a formation energy of 0.03 eV per atom less than S1. It is noted
that the formation of the four kinds of phases (including S1
and S2) is directly related to the substrate temperature during
growth in our experiments. The S1, S3 and S4 phases are synthesized at a substrate temperature of 570 K, while the S2 is
formed at 680 K. The boron flux was 0.001 ML s−1. By using
such a substrate temperature and boron flux, we can always
find S1–S4 phases by searching on the surface, although the
percentage of S3 and S4 phases are pretty small.
Theoretically, most 2D boron sheet structures proposed in
the literature are metallic [11, 21–23, 27, 28], including the
β12-sheet and α-sheet. We have performed STS measurements for both the S3 and S4 phases. The results are shown
in figure 3. The voltage range was from  −1 V–1 V for S3

Table 1. Formation energies for free-standing and epitaxial S3 and

S4 boron sheets. EFB is the formation energy per atom for the freestanding boron sheet. EEB is the formation energy per atom for the
epitaxial boron sheet. ΔE is the adhesion energy of the boron sheet
per boron atom.

EFB
EEB
ΔE

S3

S4

6.23 (6.23)
6.24 (6.32)
0.01 (0.09)

6.27
6.29
0.02

commonly quite small. For example, in the marked S4 island
in figure 1(d), only the inner part of the island exhibits a different structure, while the two edges of the island are still the
S1 structure. Figure 1(f) shows the high resolution STM image
of this phase. It has a hexagonal crystal lattice in addition to
the global moiré pattern. The rhombic unit cell, as marked in
figure 1(f), has a side length of 5.2 Å, which is very close to
that of the long-expected α-sheet (5.0 Å).
In order to understand the structures of the S3 and S4 phases,
we have carried out first principles calculations. DFT calcul
ations were performed using a projector-augmented wave
pseudopotential with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
function [25] and plane-wave basis set with an energy cut off at
400 eV. For the S3 phase, the calculation cell contained a boron
film on a five-layer 1  ×  √3-Ag(1 1 1) surface. The surface
Brillouin zone was sampled by a 13  ×  9  ×  1 Monkhorst–Pack
k-mesh. For the S4 phase, the boron film was positioned on a
five-layer 3  ×  √3-Ag(1 1 1) surface. The Brillouin zone was
sampled by a 5  ×  9  ×  1 Monkhorst–Pack k-mesh. As the PBE
function usually overestimates the chemical bond length, the
lattice constant of Ag(1 1 1) used in the calculations was 3%
larger than the experimental value, and a vacuum region of ~15 Å
was applied. All the structures were fully relaxed until the
force on each atom was less than 0.05 eV Å−1, and the bottom
two layers of silver atoms were fixed. Actually, in another
DFT calculation, we also set the force criterion to 0.01 eV
Å−1, and the result was the same. The simulated STM images
were obtained using the constant current mode based on calculated electron densities. All the calculations were performed
with the Vienna ab initio simulation package [26]. Figures 2(a)
4
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and  −0.7 V–1 V for S4. To characterize possible energy gaps
more accurately, the dI/dV axis was expressed in a logarithmic
coordinate. The results indicate that both the S3 and S4 boron
sheets are metallic, consistent with the theoretical predictions
as well as the previous results on the S1 and S2 phases.
In conclusion, we have reported two new phases, namely
S3 and S4 phases, of 2D boron sheets on a Ag(1 1 1) surface
by MBE. We propose that the S3 is a β12-sheet, the same as
the previously reported S1 phase, but with a distinct rotational
relationship with the Ag(1 1 1) substrate. On the other hand,
the S4 sheet, which shows a clear hexagonal symmetry in contrast to all previously observed 2D boron phases, is proposed
to be the long-expected α-sheet. STS measurements show that
both the S3 and S4 phases are metallic, which agrees well
with the theoretical predictions.
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